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Lecture plan: Prompt-based Learning
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What is prompt-based learning? 
Definition & intuition 
Use scenarios & key benefits 
vs. existing NLP paradigm (e.g. finetuning) 

Prompting strategies 
Choose pre-trained models 
Design answer verbalizers 
Design prompts 

In-context learning  
prompt search 
p* tuning 
LM+p* tuning

Liu Pengfei, et al. "Pre-train, prompt, and predict: A systematic survey of prompting methods in natural language processing." arXiv 2021

http://pretrain.nlpedia.ai/
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Prompt-based learning: Definition

7

Encourage a pre-trained model 
to make particular predictions 
by providing a "prompt" 
specifying the task to be done.



I put ________ fork down on the table.

Prompt-in-use (1/2): Probing knowledge in LMs
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Peking University is located in ________, China.Beijing

LAMA Benchmark, from Petroni, Fabio, et al. "Language models as knowledge bases?." EMNLP 2019 
Slides adjusted from John Hewitt, Stanford CS 224n

The woman walked across the street, checking for traffic over ___ shoulder.

The value I got was the sum total of the popcorn and the drink. Overall, it 
was a _________ movie!boring

World knowledge

theSyntactic categories

herCoreference

I went to the ocean to see the fish, turtles, seals, and _______.crabsSemantic categories

sentiment

Iroh went into the kitchen to make some tea. Standing next to Iroh, Zuko 
pondered his destiny. Zuko left the ________.kitchen

Reasoning

e.g., on Masked Language Model

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1909.01066.pdf
http://web.stanford.edu/class/cs224n/slides/cs224n-2021-lecture10-pretraining.pdf


Prompt-in-use (1/2): Probing knowledge in LMs

9

Pre-trained models learn various types of knowledge. 

The knowledge is useful across NLP tasks. 

These knowledge can be surfaced with “templates” (prompt).

World knowledge

Syntactic categories

Coreference

Semantic categories

sentiment

Reasoning

Intuition behind prompting:



Chatbot: A language model is a statistical 
model that describes the probability of a 
word given the previous words. 

Prompt-in-use (2/2): 1 model, N tasks (e.g., GPT-3, 175B)

10GPT-3 API, from OpenAI: https://beta.openai.com/examples

credits: SELECT * FROM users WHERE 
state='CA' AND credits > 1000;

Create a SQL request to find all users who 
live in California and have over 1000 
credits:

Translation / NL2code

Q&A
Chatbot: I am a ML/AI language model tutor 
You: What is a language model? 
Chatbot:

TL;DR: A neutron star is the collapsed core of a 
massive supergiant star. These ultra-dense objects are 
incredibly fascinating due to their strange properties 
and their potential for phenomena such as extreme 
gravitational forces and a strong magnetic field.

Decide whether a Tweet's sentiment is 
positive, neutral, or negative. 

Tweet: "I loved the new Batman movie!" 
Sentiment:

Sentiment analysis classifier

Positive

Summarization

A neutron star is the collapsed core of a massive 
supergiant star, which had a total mass of between 10 
and 25 solar masses, possibly more if the star was 
especially metal-rich.[1] Neutron stars are the 
smallest and densest stellar objects, excluding black 
holes and hypothetical white holes, quark stars, and 
strange stars.[2] Neutron stars have a radius on the 
order of 10 kilometres (6.2 mi) and a mass of about 1.4 
solar masses.[3] They result from the supernova 
explosion of a massive star, combined with 
gravitational collapse, that compresses the core past 
white dwarf star density to that of atomic nuclei. 

TL;DR:

The semantic of TL;DR
Semantic of query

Targeted world knowledge

Syntax of code

https://beta.openai.com/examples


Prompt-in-use (2/2): 1 model, N tasks (e.g., GPT-3, 175B) 

11GPT-3 API, from OpenAI: https://beta.openai.com/examples

Pre-trained models learn various types of knowledge. 

The knowledge is useful across NLP tasks. 

These knowledge can be surfaced with “templates” (prompt). 

We can tailor pre-trained models into task-specific predictors through templates.

Intuition behind prompting:

https://beta.openai.com/examples


Objective Engineering vs. Prompt Engineering
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Objective  
Engineering

CLS TAG
LM

GEN

Prompt  
Engineering

CLS TAG
LM

GEN

Lester, Brian, Rami Al-Rfou, and Noah Constant. "The power of scale for parameter-efficient prompt tuning."  EMNLP 2021.

Expensive, not data-efficient 

Overwrites model knowledge 
(“catastrophic forget”)

Pre-train + fine-tune

Fine-tuning BERT

Pre-train, prompt, predict

GPT-3+prompt design

Pre-trained Model 
  Tunable 

Input text

Adapt LMs to 
downstream tasks

Adapt downstream  
tasks to LMs

Pre-trained Model 
 Frozen 

Prompt (input wrapped)

https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.243.pdf


Objective Engineering vs. Prompt Engineering

13
Lester, Brian, Rami Al-Rfou, and Noah Constant. "The power of scale for parameter-efficient prompt tuning."  EMNLP 2021.

Prompts formulate tasks closer to pre-training objectives  
e.g. fill-in-the-blank. 

Pre-trained model frozen. 
avoids “forget” due to fine-tuning,  
cheaper & data-efficient 

However, sensitive to prompt design.

Prompt  
Engineering

CLS TAG
LM

GEN

Pre-train, prompt, predict

Adapt downstream  
tasks to LMs

GPT-3+prompt design

Key attributes of prompting:

Prompts formulate tasks closer to pre-training objectives  
e.g. fill-in-the-blank.

Pre-trained model frozen. 
avoids “forget” due to fine-tuning,  
cheaper & data-efficient

However, sensitive to prompt design.

https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.243.pdf


Lecture plan: Prompt-based Learning
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What is prompt-based learning? 
Definition & intuition 
Use scenarios & key benefits 
vs. existing NLP paradigm (e.g. finetuning) 

Prompting strategies 
Choose pre-trained models 
Design answer verbalizers 
Design prompts 

In-context learning  
prompt search 
p*-tuning 
LM+p*-tuning

Liu, Pengfei, et al. "Pre-train, prompt, and predict: A systematic survey of prompting methods in natural language processing." arXiv 2021

http://pretrain.nlpedia.ai/


Overview: Three steps to prompting

15

Encourage a pre-trained model 
to make particular predictions 
by providing a "prompt" 
specifying the task to be done.

Input [X] I love this movie.

Output [Y] Positive

Prompt

Template [X] Overall, it was a [Z] movie!

I love this movie. Overall, it was a [Z] movie!

+

=

Predict [Z] fantastic



Overview: Three steps to prompting
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Input [X] I love this movie.

Output [Y] Positive

Prompt

Template [X] Overall, it was a [Z] movie!

I love this movie. Overall, it was a [Z] movie!

+

=

Predict [Z] fantastic

Design the prompt template?

Choose the pre-trained model?

Design the answer mapping?



Overview: Three steps to prompting
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Choose the pre-trained model?

Design the prompt template?

Design the answer mapping?

Input [X] I love this movie.

Output [Y] Positive

Prompt

Template [X] Overall, it was a [Z] movie!

I love this movie. Overall, it was a [Z] movie!

+

=

Predict [Z] fantastic



Pre-trained models: Three types

18

Decoder only LM 
“Next word prediction”

Encoder-only, MLM 
“Fill-in-the-blank”

Encoder-decoder 
“corrupted text reconstruction”



Pre-trained models (1/3): Left-to-right LMs (decoder-only)

19

P(X) =
n

∏
t=1

P(xt |x<t)

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

y5
y4
y3
y2
y1

Uni-direction attention, “Next word prediction” 

Examples: GPT-1, GPT-2, GPT-3 

Best for:  

Natural Language Generation tasks 

Prefixed prompts 
I love this movie. Overall, this movie is [Z]



Bi-directional attention, “Fill-in-the-blank” 

Examples: BERT, RoBERTa, etc. 

Best for:  

Natural Language Understanding tasks (not good for 
autoregressive generation) 

Cloze prompts 
I love this movie. This is a [Z] movie.

Pre-trained models (2/3): Masked “LMs" (encoder-only)

20

P(X) ≠
n

∏
t=1

P(xt |x≠t)

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

y5
y4
y3
y2
y1



Pre-trained models (3/3): Encoder-Decoder

21

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

y5
y4
y3
y2
y1

Bi-directional attention on X & uni-direction on Y, 
“Corrupted text reconstruction” 

Examples: BART (recover sentences), T5 (recover spans) 

Best for:  

(Can do both NLG and NLU) 

Needs fine-tuning before prompting (more later)

Pθ(Y |X) =
m

∏
t=1

P(yt |y<t, X, θ)



Pre-trained models: key takeaways

22

The prompt shape should be aligned with the pre-training objective. 

To make prompting intuitive, sometimes we can first fine-tune models first.

Decoder only LM 
“Next word prediction” 
Prefix prompt

Encoder-only, MLM 
“Fill-in-the-blank” 
Cloze prompt

Encoder-decoder 
“corrupted text reconstruction” 
Fine-tune first, then prefix prompt



Overview: Three steps to prompting
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Choose the pre-trained model?

Design the prompt template?

Design the answer mapping?

Input [X] I love this movie.

Output [Y] Positive

Prompt

Template [X] Overall, it was a [Z] movie!

I love this movie. Overall, it was a [Z] movie!

+

=

Predict [Z] fantastic
optional



Answer mapping: define verbalizers for final labels

24

Answer space [Z]Label space [Y] 

Positive

Negative

Interesting
Fantastic

Happy

Boring

1-star

…

Model direct output may not be the class label.  

We need to build the [Y]-[Z] mapping (1-N, or 1-1). 



Answer mapping: examples (1/3) 
Paraphrase the ground truth answer. 

25

e.g. Multi-choice QA:  
Model may output synonyms 
of the correct answer.

Jiang, Zhengbao, et al. "How can we know when language models know? on the 
calibration of language models for question answering. TACL 2021 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2012.00955.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2012.00955.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2012.00955.pdf


Answer mapping: examples (2/3) 
Gather information from Knowledge Base. 

26

Hu, Shengding, et al. "Knowledgeable prompt-tuning: Incorporating knowledge into 
prompt verbalizer for text classification." Arxiv 2021 

Expand: Find relevant concepts in KB
Trim: Top-k (calibrated)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2108.02035.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2108.02035.pdf


Answer mapping: examples (2/3) 
Gather information from Knowledge Base. 

27

Hu, Shengding, et al. "Knowledgeable prompt-tuning: Incorporating knowledge into 
prompt verbalizer for text classification." Arxiv 2021 

Why not just paraphrasing? Depends on the actual task & prompt!

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2108.02035.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2108.02035.pdf


Answer mapping: examples (3/3) 
Paraphrase the ground truth answer. 

28

Shin, Taylor, et al. "Autoprompt: Eliciting knowledge from language models 
with automatically generated prompts." EMNLP 2020

e.g. Sentiment analysis:  
Build a classifier for output vs. label. 
Select top-K most reliable words!

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.15980.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2010.15980.pdf


Answer mapping: define verbalizers for final labels

29

Model direct output may not be the class label.  

We need to build the [Y]-[Z] mapping (1-N, or 1-1). 

Answer space [Z]Label space [Y] 

Positive

Negative

Interesting
Fantastic

Happy

Boring

1-star

…

The mapping is through “verbalizer”. 
expand to a large candidate set,  
then trim the space.



Overview: Three steps to prompting
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Choose the pre-trained model?

Design the template?

Design the answer mapping?

Input [X] I love this movie.

Output [Y] Positive

Prompt

Template [X] Overall, it was a [Z] movie!

I love this movie. Overall, it was a [Z] movie!

+

=

Predict [Z] fantastic
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Prompt design: Overview

In-context learning Prompt search P* tuning LM+p* tuning
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In-context learning Prompt search P* tuning LM+p* tuning

Readable?

Model size?

Tune LM?

Tune prompt?

Engineer prompt?

#training samples?

Best for?

Prompt design: Overview
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In-context learning Prompt search P* tuning LM+p* tuning

Readable?

Model size?

Tune LM?

Tune prompt?

Engineer prompt?

#training samples?

Best for?

Prompt design: Overview



In-context learning: Definition

34Brown, Tom, et al. “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners.” NeurIPS 2020.

The input to the model describes a new task with some possible examples, in natural language. 
Effective on very large models (173B GPT-3)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf


In-context learning: Prompt types

35

Few-shot  
Description + a few example (3-100) 
[5-10 is most common]

Brown, Tom, et al. “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners.” NeurIPS 2020.

Find the nationality of people: 

Albert Einstein => German 

Alan Turing => English 

Mahatma Gandhi => Indian 

Marie Curie =>  

Task description1 

2 

3 

4 

5 Task

Zero-shot  
Natural language descriptions only

Find the nationality of people: 

Marie Curie =>  

1 

2

Task description
Task

One-shot  
Description + one example

Find the nationality of people: 

Albert Einstein => German 

Marie Curie =>  

1 

2 

3

Task description
Example

Task

Examples

Reminder: these all count 
as prefix prompts.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf


36Demo from Plotly.

Natural language input, natural language output: 
Make models accessible to non-expert  
(non-CS, non-NLP).

Interactive data visualization
In-context learning: Best for human interactions (1/2)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=baAXmxcyZo4


In-context learning: Best for human interactions (2/2)

37Liu, Alisa, et al. "WANLI: Worker and AI Collaboration for Natural Language Inference Dataset Creation." arXiv 2022. 

Create dataset

NL helps human to interprets & check outputs: 

Humans sanity check whether the generated cases 
indeed mimic the required reasoning patterns.

Few-shot example: 
P: 5% probability that each part is defect free.  
H: Each part has a 95% chance of having a defect 

Mimicked output: 
P: 1% of the seats were vacant.  
H: 99% of the seats were occupied.

Humans check!

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.05955.pdf


In-context learning prompt = description + examples

38

Find the nationality of people: 

Albert Einstein => German 

Alan Turing => English 

Mahatma Gandhi => Indian 

Marie Curie =>  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5

Task description

Task

Examples



In-context learning prompt (1/2): How to use descriptions?

39

Descriptions improve model, 

Description 
only

but less than few-shot examples.

Example 
only

Descriptions is important when 
<5 examples (more later!)

Description on 
top of examples

Brown, Tom, et al. “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners.” NeurIPS 2020.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf


40

Reynolds, Laria, et al. "Prompt programming for large language models: Beyond the few-shot paradigm." CHI LBW 2021. 
Wei, Jason, et al. "Chain of Thought Prompting Elicits Reasoning in Large Language Models." arXiv 2022 

Descriptions can encourage model reasoning on its own.

Task

Description   
(“meta-prompt”)

GPT-3 solution  
(step-by-step)

In-context learning prompt (1/2): How to use descriptions?

More in the paper below!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.07350
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2201.11903.pdf


In-context learning prompts (2/2): Why examples work? 
“Implicit Bayesian Inference“

41

Independent examples from a shared prompt concept.

Pre-training docs are conditioned on a latent concept 
capture long-range coherence between sentences

Albert Einstein was a German theoretical 
physicist, widely acknowledged to be…

Concept: 
Wiki Bio

def check(n) :  
return n == 2*int(str(n)[::-1])-1

Concept: 
Code

Concept: 
Wiki Bio

Wiki Bio links      full names with            nationalities

Albert Einstein =>

Alan Turing =>

Marie Curie =>

German

English \n

Polish

Input X Output Y
\n

Delim.

(output|prompt) p

Xie, Sang, et al. “An Explanation of In-context Learning as Implicit Bayesian Inference.” ICLR 2022.

Albert Einstein => German \n 
Alan Turing => Indian \n  
Marie Curie =>

Polish

 ∫ concept
(output, concept | prompt)p=

(output|concept, prompt) ·p (concept|prompt) p=  ∫ concept
"Prompt concept” 

(bio|prompt) ➜ 1 
(code|prompt) ➜ 0

p
p

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.02080.pdf


In-context learning prompts (2/2): Why examples work? 
“Implicit Bayesian Inference“

42

Independent examples from a shared prompt concept.

Pre-training docs are conditioned on a latent concept 
capture long-range coherence between sentences

Albert Einstein was a German theoretical 
physicist, widely acknowledged to be…

Concept: 
Wiki Bio

def check(n) :  
return n == 2*int(str(n)[::-1])-1

Concept: 
Code

Concept: 
Wiki Bio

Wiki Bio links      full names with            nationalities

Albert Einstein =>

Alan Turing =>

Marie Curie =>

German

English \n

Polish

Input X Output Y
\n

Delim.

(output|prompt) p

Xie, Sang, et al. “An Explanation of In-context Learning as Implicit Bayesian Inference.” ICLR 2022.

(output|concept, prompt) ·p (concept|prompt) p=
"Prompt concept” 

(bio|prompt) ➜ 1 
(code|prompt) ➜ 0

p
p

 ∫ concept

“LM learns by “selecting” the prompt concept within 
the process of computing (output|prompt).”p

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.02080.pdf


Pre-training docs are conditioned on a latent concept 
capture long-range coherence between sentences

43

Independent examples from a shared prompt concept.

Albert Einstein was a German theoretical 
physicist, widely acknowledged to be…

Albert Einstein =>

Alan Turing =>

Marie Curie =>

German

English \n

Concept: 
Wiki Bio

Concept: 
Wiki Bio

Polish

def check(n) :  
return n == 2*int(str(n)[::-1])-1

Concept: 
Code

Wiki Bio links      full names with            nationalities
Input X Output Y

\n

Delim.

def check(n) :  
return n == 2*int(str(n)[::-1])-1

“the signal about the concept is larger than the mismatch 
between the pre-training and prompt distributions.”

"Prompt concept” 
(bio|prompt) ➜ 1 
(code|prompt) ➜ 0

p
p

Prompts are OOD., with un-natural transitions.
Albert Einstein => German\nAlan Turing=>Indian\nMarie Curie =>

“reducing the prompt distribution mismatch 
improves in-context learning.” 

“task descriptions improves the ability of the 
model to infer the latent concept.”

In-context learning prompts (2/2): Why examples work? 
“Implicit Bayesian Inference“

prompt



44

O: In-context accuracy improves with the number of prompt examples . n

Observations and Hypothesis from controlled experiment

In-context learning prompts (2/2): Why examples work? 
“Implicit Bayesian Inference“

O: In-context accuracy improves with the example length . 
H: longer examples increases the proportion of the prompt sampled 
from the pre-training distribution, helps to infer the latent concept. 

k

O: Zero-shot is sometimes better than few-shot. 
H: Few-shot introduces the distracting prompt structure.

O: In-context accuracy is sensitivity to example ordering. 
H: Examples are not presented as independent to the language model.

H: More in-context examples improve the selection of prompt concept.



45

O: In-context learning fails… 
when the model is pre-trained with a single concept. 
when we try to select unseen concepts. 
when the model only see diverse set of token transitions without particular concepts. 

H: No concept to select from. 

Observations and Hypothesis from controlled experiment

In-context learning prompts (2/2): Why examples work? 
“Implicit Bayesian Inference“
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In-context learning Prompt search P* tuning LM+p* tuning

Readable?

Model size?

Tune LM?

Tune prompt?

Engineer prompt?

#training samples?

Best for?

Prompt design: Overview

173B, GPT-3

✗

✗

✓

Manual (unstable)

Only limited 
examples

Human-LLM 
interaction
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In-context learning Prompt search P* tuning LM+p* tuning

Readable?

Model size?

Tune LM?

Tune prompt?

Engineer prompt?

#training samples?

Best for?

Prompt design: Overview

173B, GPT-3

✗

✗

✓

Manual (unstable)

Only limited 
examples

Human-LLM 
interaction



Prompt search: Reasons & Paraphrasing

48Jiang, Zhengbao, et al. "How can we know what language models know?." TACL 2020

Prompt-based learning is sensitive to the prompt. 

Manually created prompts can be sub-optimal. 

Auto-searched (e.g. paraphrased or mined) templates 
can work better than manually crafted ones (e.g. more 
accurately reflect model’s learned knowledge).

Query result on BERT: 
Mined or paraphrased prompts get correct answers.

https://aclanthology.org/2020.tacl-1.28.pdf


Prompt search: Example strategy 
AutoPrompt (Shin et al., 2020)

49
Shin, Taylor, et al. "Autoprompt: Eliciting knowledge from language models with automatically generated prompts."  EMNLP 2020.

1-6, beam-
searched

1-10

Prob knowledge (e.g. sentiment, entity relations) in masked LMs (BERT, RoBERTa)

https://aclanthology.org/2020.emnlp-main.346.pdf


Prompt search: Example strategy 
AutoPrompt (Shin et al., 2020)

50

Candidate trigger

[MASK] [MASK] [MASK]
… … …

man ##s cameo
Rating fiennes go

▽x( j)
T log p(y|x)

Rating [MASK] [MASK]
An artful, intelligent… 0.18
The uninspiring… 0.11

Batch of examples
An artful, intelligent…
The uninspiring…

Rating ##omi #!!
An artful, intelligent… 0.95
The inspirational… 0.89

…

xtrig

P(y|x)
0.01
0.05



Prompt search: Example strategy 
AutoPrompt (Shin et al., 2020)

51

These auto prompts perform better than manual or paraphrased prompts.

Manually crafted 
Paraphrased / Mined 

This paper

However, the search prompts are uninterpretable.
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In-context learning Prompt search P* tuning LM+p* tuning

Readable? ✓

Model size? 173B, GPT-3

Tune LM? ✗

Tune prompt? ✗

Engineer prompt? Manual (unstable)

#training samples? Only limited 
examples

Best for? Human-LLM 
interaction

Prompt design: Overview

✓ / ✗

Any

✗

✗

Seed prompts

More data the better

Model probing
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In-context learning Prompt search P* tuning LM+p* tuning

Readable? ✓

Model size? 173B, GPT-3

Tune LM? ✗

Tune prompt? ✗

Engineer prompt? Manual (unstable)

#training samples? Only limited 
examples

Best for? Human-LLM 
interaction

Prompt design: Overview

✓ / ✗

Any

✗

✗

Seed prompts

More data the better

Model probing

✗
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In-context learning Prompt search P* tuning LM+p* tuning

Readable? ✓

Model size? 173B, GPT-3

Tune LM? ✗

Tune prompt? ✗

Engineer prompt? Manual (unstable)

#training samples? Only limited 
examples

Best for? Human-LLM 
interaction

Prompt design: Overview

✓ / ✗

Any

✗

✗

Seed prompts

More data the better

Model probing

✗

✓



P* tuning: Motivations

55

Full model tuning: expensive & overfit.  

In-context learning / prompt search: 
eliminate task-specific parameter learning. 

P*-tuning: Freeze the model + tune 
additional parameters  
> combine the best of the two worlds!

Finetuning

In-context learning /prompt search

p* tuning 2: Prompt tuning

p* tuning 1: Prefix tuning

Left: pink represent parameters tuned.



P* tuning (1/2): Prefix Tuning

56
Li, Xiang Lisa, and Percy Liang. "Prefix-tuning: Optimizing continuous prompts for generation." ACL 2021.

Prefixes: a sequence of continuous, task-specific vectors. 
Prefixes are prepended to each transformer layer.  
Optimize the activations of all the layers.

https://aclanthology.org/2021.acl-long.353.pdf
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Li, Xiang Lisa, and Percy Liang. "Prefix-tuning: Optimizing continuous prompts for generation." ACL 2021.

max
Φ

log pΦ(y |x) = ∑
i∈Yidx

log pΦ(zi |h<i)

P* tuning (1/2): Prefix Tuning

objective functionAutoregressive LM

hi = LMΦ(zi, h<i)
LM parameters Φ

Example: GPT-2, table-to-text

https://aclanthology.org/2021.acl-long.353.pdf
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Li, Xiang Lisa, and Percy Liang. "Prefix-tuning: Optimizing continuous prompts for generation." ACL 2021.

P* tuning (1/2): Prefix Tuning

Autoregressive LM, prefix-tuned objective function

max
θ

log pΦ,θ(y |x) = ∑
i∈Yidx

log pΦ,θ(zi |h<i)hi = {Pθ[i, :], if i ∈ Pidx

LMΦ(zi, h<i), otherwise
LM parameters Φ

prefix parameters θ

ℝ|Pidx|×dim(hi) Pθ

Freeze LM param. , update prefix param.  Φ θPrefix are copied as-is;  depends on prefix + y x

Example: GPT-2, table-to-text

Not learning 
interpretable 
tokens.

https://aclanthology.org/2021.acl-long.353.pdf
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In-domain effectiveness, full data setting 
Prefix-tuning (250k param., 0.1%) is effective. 
Compatible to full fine-tuning (e.g., GPT-2-medium, 345M param.). 
Table-to-text, summarization

BL
EU

Tuned params.
0.1% 100%

Extrapolation effectiveness (work on unseen topic/category) 
Prefix-tuning has better extrapolation than full fine-tuning. 
Hypothesis: Leave LMs intact, No catastrophic forget!

BL
EU

Method
Prefix FT

P* tuning (1/2): Prefix Tuning The gains of prefix-tuning

In-domain effectiveness, low data setting (100-500 train data) 
Prefix-tuning is better than full fine-tuning.

BL
EU

Tuned params.
0.1% 100%



P* tuning (1/2): Prefix Tuning

60
Li, Xiang Lisa, and Percy Liang. "Prefix-tuning: Optimizing continuous prompts for generation." ACL 2021.

Embedding only:  
Prepend sequence to the input, optimize its embedding. 
(equivalent to adding prefixes to the input layer)

Prefix:  
Prepend & optimize sequences on all activation layers

Trade-off: expressiveness vs. #tuned parameters. 
Embedding-only upper bounds the performance of 
discrete prompt optimization.

BL
EU

Virtual token type
Prefix Emb-only

Even less parameters

https://aclanthology.org/2021.acl-long.353.pdf


P* tuning (2/2): Prompt Tuning

61
Lester, Brian, Rami Al-Rfou, and Noah Constant. "The power of scale for parameter-efficient prompt tuning."  EMNLP 2021.

Conditional generation: PΦ;θ(Y | [P; X])

Prepend prompt tokens  P = {p1, p2, . . . pn}

Update via back propagation

Frozen LM parameter

vs. Prompt tuning: 
Its simplified follow-up. 
Does not 

More comprehensive study on “embedding only” method.

NLU task (e.g. SuperGLUE), T-5 as pre-trained LM. 

Comprehensive discussions on P*-tuning design.
Even less parameter: 
prefix tuning: ~0.1% 
Prompt tuning: <0.01%

https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.243.pdf


P* tuning (2/2): Prompt Tuning 
Design discussions based on superGLUE experiment (1/4)

62
Lester, Brian, Rami Al-Rfou, and Noah Constant. "The power of scale for parameter-efficient prompt tuning."  EMNLP 2021.

Design: Model size vs. performance 
T5 v1.1: Small (77M), Base (250M), Large (800M),  
XL (3B), XXL (11B).

T5: Small, Base, Large, XL, XXL

The performance gap between 
fine-tuning and p* tuning 
vanishes as models get larger

Prefix tuning is probably 
somewhere here. 
(334M GPT-2, more params)

https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.243.pdf


P* tuning (2/2): Prompt Tuning 
Design discussions based on superGLUE experiment (2/4)

63
Lester, Brian, Rami Al-Rfou, and Noah Constant. "The power of scale for parameter-efficient prompt tuning."  EMNLP 2021.

Design: Unlearn Span Corruption in T-5

Models pre-trained to read and 
write sentinel tokens are hard to 
apply directly to tasks of reading 
and writing text without sentinels.

https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.243.pdf


P* tuning (2/2): Prompt Tuning 
Design discussions based on superGLUE experiment (2/4)

64
Lester, Brian, Rami Al-Rfou, and Noah Constant. "The power of scale for parameter-efficient prompt tuning."  EMNLP 2021.

Design: Unlearn Span Corruption 
Span corruption: off-the-shelf T5 
Span corruption + sentinel: T5;  prepended with <X> 
LM adaptation: Transform T5 to GPT3-alike, 1000 steps 

Y

T5: Small, Base, Large, XL, XXL

Default “span corruption” is bad for frozen model 
Simple work around is not enough 

Larger models need less conditioning signal: 
once the model is XXL, those differences disappear.

https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.243.pdf


P* tuning (2/2): Prompt Tuning 
Design discussions based on superGLUE experiment (3/4)

65
Lester, Brian, Rami Al-Rfou, and Noah Constant. "The power of scale for parameter-efficient prompt tuning."  EMNLP 2021.

Design: Prompt Length 
1, 5, 20, 100, 150

>20 prompt token only marginal gain 

Larger models need less conditioning signal: 
once the model is scaled to XXL size, those 

differences disappear.

https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.243.pdf


P* tuning (2/2): Prompt Tuning 
Design discussions based on superGLUE experiment (4/4)

66
Lester, Brian, Rami Al-Rfou, and Noah Constant. "The power of scale for parameter-efficient prompt tuning."  EMNLP 2021.

Design: Prompt/virtual token Initialization 
Random uniform: Uniform sample from [-0.5, 0.5] 
Sampled Vocab.: Sample from 5,000 common tokens in T5. 
Class label: Use each class label to init one token.

Class-label-init is the best 
Initialization is persisted (next page) 

once the model is scaled to XXL size,  
those differences disappear.

https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.243.pdf


P* tuning (2/2): Prompt Tuning 
Design discussions based on superGLUE experiment (4/4)

67
Lester, Brian, Rami Al-Rfou, and Noah Constant. "The power of scale for parameter-efficient prompt tuning."  EMNLP 2021.

Span Initialization — Interpretation? 
Nearest neighbors to each prompt token from the frozen 
model’s vocabulary. 
Random uniform / Sampled Vocab.:  

Fall in semantic clusters, e.g. { entirely, completely }. 
Class label in nearest neighbors of multiple prompt tokens. 

Class label: 
Label persist through training

Prompts learn word-like representations. 

Prompts learn to refer to output classes. 

Initializing the prompt to outputs classes 
makes this more centralized.

https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.243.pdf
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In-context learning Prompt search P* tuning LM+p* tuning

Readable? ✓ ✓ / ✗

Model size? 173B, GPT-3 Any

Tune LM? ✗ ✗ ✗

Tune prompt? ✗ ✗ ✓

Engineer prompt? Manual (unstable) Seed prompts

#training samples? Only limited 
examples

More data the better

Best for? Human-LLM 
interaction Model probing

✗

Prompt design: Overview

Seed / hyperparam.

N/A in zero-shot 
More data the better

Extrapolation, domain shift, personalization, etc.

model performance 
Generalizability

Any (larger the better)
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In-context learning Prompt search P* tuning LM+p* tuning

Readable? ✓ ✓ / ✗

Model size? 173B, GPT-3 Any

Tune LM? ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Tune prompt? ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ / ✗

Engineer prompt? Manual (unstable) Seed prompts

#training samples? Only limited 
examples

More data the better

Best for? Human-LLM 
interaction Model probing

✗

Prompt design: Overview

Seed / hyperparam.

N/A in zero-shot 
More data the better

Extrapolation, domain shift, personalization, etc.

model performance 
Generalizability

Any (larger the better)



LM+P* tuning: Fix prompt, tune LM

70

Prompt-based fine-tuning: augment the prompt with one demonstration example per task label. 

Performs better than fine-tuning in few-shot cases (only 32 training example) by up to 30%.

Gao, Tianyu, Adam Fisch, and Danqi Chen. "Making pre-trained 
language models better few-shot learners." ACL 2021.

Format current example Augment the current example with more demonstrative examples

https://aclanthology.org/2021.acl-long.295.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2021.acl-long.295.pdf
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In-context learning Prompt search P* tuning LM+p* tuning

Readable? ✓ ✓ / ✗

Model size? 173B, GPT-3 Any Any (larger the better)

Tune LM? ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Tune prompt? ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ / ✗

Engineer prompt? Manual (unstable) Seed prompts Seed / hyperparam.

#training samples? Only limited 
examples

N/A in zero-shot N/A in zero-shot 
More data the better

Best for? Human-LLM 
interaction Model probing model performance 

Generalizability

✗

Any

Any kind

✓ / ✗

Few-shot

Few-shot model 
accuracy

Prompt design: Overview



Prompting aims to formulate __________________ closer to _________________________ .

Prompting ______ be combined with fine-tuning.

Prompting usually ____________ change the LM parameters.

What is prompt-based learning?

Prompting effectiveness depends on  ________________ , _________________ , _______________ .

When we have large models and limited/no data, ___________________ is good.

When we want to improve model extrapolation, __________ is good.

vs. fine-tuning, prompting is ______ expensive and ___________ to overfit to small datasets.

Prompting strategy

Prompting: Takeaways

72

pre-training objectives. downstream tasks
does not

less less likely  
can

pre-trained model answer verbalizer prompt template

In-context learning

When we need human interaction or understanding, ___________________ is good.In-context learning

p* tuning



Extended reading: In-context learning & descriptions

73Mishra, Swaroop, et al. "Cross-task generalization via natural language crowdsourcing instructions." arXiv 2021.

Extended Reading 1: Descriptions (definitions) 
improve model generalizability to new tasks, but 
usually not as much as few-shot examples. 

But descriptions+few-shot will be better.

Same input,  
Train: prompts on some seen tasks,  
Test: prompt-following on unseen tasks

https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.08773


Extended reading: In-context learning & descriptions

74Ouyang, Long, et al. "Training language models to follow instructions with human feedback.” Blog post.

Extended Reading 2: GPT-3 can be fine-tuned to better follow descriptions w/ reinforcement learning.

https://cdn.openai.com/papers/Training_language_models_to_follow_instructions_with_human_feedback.pdf
https://openai.com/blog/instruction-following/


Extended reading: In-context learning & descriptions

75

Drori, Iddo, et al. "A Neural Network Solves and Generates 
Mathematics Problems by Program Synthesis: Calculus, 

Differential Equations, Linear Algebra, and More." arXiv 2021.

Key: Reformulate the task in the right way, for the right language model. 
✗ GPT-3 on described math questions:  
✓ Codex on math problem, reformatted as code completion. 

“automatically solve problems across six 
MIT Mathematics courses and one 
Columbia University course with perfect 
accuracy in seconds per problem.”

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2112.15594.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2112.15594.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2112.15594.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2112.15594.pdf


Recommended reading

76

Liu, Pengfei, et al. "Pre-train, prompt, and predict: A systematic survey of prompting methods in 
natural language processing." arXiv 2021. 
Most comprehensive survey to date, has a nice typology of prompting method (inspired this lecture!) 

Petroni, Fabio, et al. "Language models as knowledge bases?" EMNLP 2019 
Classical work on model probing with prompts. 
The probing prompts are open sourced!  

Brown, Tom, et al. "Language models are few-shot learners." NeurIPS 2021 
Original GPT-3 paper, various demonstrations on in-context learning 

Reynolds, Laria, et al. "Prompt programming for large language models: Beyond the few-shot 
paradigm." CHI LBW 2021. 
Interesting in-context learning methods. 

Lester, Brian, Rami Al-Rfou, and Noah Constant. "The power of scale for parameter-efficient prompt 
tuning."  EMNLP 2021. 
Good 101 on prompt tuning (we went into details.)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.13586.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.13586.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2107.13586.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1909.01066.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.14165.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.07350
https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.07350
https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.243.pdf
https://aclanthology.org/2021.emnlp-main.243.pdf

